RELENTLESS INNOVATION
FOR CLEAR COMMUNICATION
For over 40 years, Biamp has created and innovated professional audiovisual solutions that enable great communication. From the smallest of rooms to the largest of venues, we empower true human connection in every space.

As we grow to meet our customers’ needs, and evolve to address the challenges of tomorrow, one guiding principle remains the same:

*Biamp connects people through extraordinary audiovisual experiences.*
Biamp conferencing solutions incorporate intuitively designed controls and natural sound quality, eliminating distractions and allowing participants to focus on the task at hand.

Our conferencing solutions are fully certified for use with Microsoft Teams and Google Hangouts and are whitelisted for Zoom, serving to further enhance these powerful platforms.

With Biamp’s wireless presentation solutions, every laptop, tablet, or mobile device can both share screens with the room display and receive content, resulting in more productive meetings.

We enable streamlined audiovisual solutions for the most challenging environments, allowing the focus to remain on the message, not the technology.

Every space has its own unique acoustic needs, which is why we provide a wide range of solutions to serve conference rooms, stadiums, retail spaces, and all venue types in between.

By offering end-to-end capabilities that integrate seamlessly with sound masking and other technologies, our voice communication products are engineered for superior reliability and unparalleled scalability.

Our sound masking products eliminate noise distractions and help improve speech privacy; significant issues that directly affect employees’ job satisfaction and productivity.

Our unique audience engagement platform allows audiences and presenters to interact seamlessly. By immersing the audience in discussions, you can create more dynamic, memorable, and fun experiences.
BIAMP PRODUCT FAMILIES

TESIRA
Packed with audio and video DSP capabilities, Tesira enables truly extraordinary communication.

DEVIO
Our compact collaboration tool brings Biamp’s full conference room audio and video to smaller spaces.

PARLÉ
Our family of dynamic Beamtracking microphones deliver superior audio experiences via 360° voice tracking that enables complete room coverage.

DESONO
This line of loudspeakers provides end-to-end solutions for both conferencing and sound reinforcement.

CROWD MICS
Turn every smartphone into a wireless microphone with this revolutionary platform to create more engaging events.

VOCIA
This multipurpose public address, voice evacuation, and background music system provides users with unprecedented scalability and flexibility.

CAMBRIDGE
Our line of sound masking solutions protects speech privacy, reduces noise distractions, and increases workplace productivity.

COMMUNITY
Our family of high performance, large venue loudspeakers is designed for indoor and outdoor applications including houses of worship, sports, recreation, auditoriums, and more.

APART
This family of commercial audio solutions is designed for small and mid-size venues, including retail, hospitality, and food service.

MODENA
Our wireless presentation systems enable participants to connect their UC software with their room’s AV equipment.
EDUCATIONAL WEBINARS
Covering a range of subjects useful to beginners and advanced AV technicians alike, our webinars are led by Biamp experts who support our products every day. Their in-depth knowledge will provide you with opportunities to learn more about the problems our technology solves, best practices regarding the use of Biamp devices, and other subjects of interest to the AV community. Visit biamp.com to register for AV trainings or webinars, and to access support resources.

AV TRAINING
We offer free, comprehensive product training to customers, integrators, IT staff, or anyone in the AV industry who wants to build their Biamp knowledge. These courses also provide opportunities for accreditation and are the only way to become Biamp AV Lab Certified.

SUPPORT RESOURCES AND TOOLS
Cornerstone, our technical support knowledge base, provides extensive resources for troubleshooting issues and better understanding the capabilities of Biamp’s products. Furthermore, Biamp’s download portal contains a comprehensive range of data sheets, technical specification documents, and design guidelines.